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A quantitative model to describe energy flow in an animal

population with a stationary age distribution is developed for homeo-

therms in general. This coarse resolution level is adopted to dis-

cover, interpret, and interact with basic energetic relationships,

determine where these energetic relationships can be varied, and the

consequences of such changes. Total metabolic energy flow through

the population is comprised of three components: maintenance

metabolism, energy flow for growth and energy for reproduction.

Other energetic parameters that describe important, biologically

meaningful attributes of the population are introduced. How changes

in the population age distribution affect total ene rgy flow and each of

the energetic parameters is investigated. Methods are developed to

perceive intuitively the changes in the energetic parameters due to the

changes in the age distribution and the intrinsic rate of increase.



A preliminary model (that does not include an age distribution

but assumes that all individuals in the population are identical)

describes some energetic attributes of two populations comprised of

different sized individuals (e. g. , mice and deer) from a predator's

point of view. For equal energy consumption by the prey population,

the ratio of prey density (# mice/# deer) and the ratio of the rate of

prey deaths (mice deaths/deer deaths) are simple ratios of the prey

weights ((Wd/W)3 and (Wd/W)). Similarly the ratio of energy
energy flow from miceflow from the prey populations ( ) for equalenergy flow from deer

standing crops, and for equal densities are simple ratios of the prey
1/4 3/4weights ((W /w ) and (W /w ) ).d m m d

These results follow from the derived relation that each gram of

protoplasm looks out and takes in the same amount of energy during

the animal's lifetime, whether this protoplasm resides in a mouse or

in a deer. The magnitude of the energy that each gram of protoplasm

"wants" is about ZOO times the energy content of the tissue that

"processes" the energy. The relationship that maximum age is pro-

portional to the fourth root of the adult weight, W'4, is deduced

from dimensional considerations, physiologic results, and the assump-

tion that the heart of a homeotherm, independent of its size, has the

potential for the same number of beats before it is worn out. This

relation is also derived from considerations of dimensional consist-

ency; it is also suggested from empirical data.



Population energetics are expressed as a function of only two

variables, age distribution and adult weight. The energetic param-

eters for a population are of the form = I3W' where W ism m

the adult weight and a and f3 are constants. a does not vary as

the growth schedule, age distribution or adult weight is varied, so

the form of the relationship does not vary. For a specific growth

schedule and age distribution 13 is constant and does not vary with

adult weight.

A predator would be influenced by the energy flow out of the

populations and the food supply of the population would be influenced

by the energy flow into the population. The energy flow rate out of a

population per unit standing crop seems to be more sensitive to a

change in the age distribution than is the energy consumed by the

population per unit standing crop. A method is developed to answer

whether this result is a fortuitous choice of the age distributions

investigated, or is a general result; it allows an intuitive determina-

tion of energetic parameters from overall characteristics of the age

distribution.

Sensitivity of energetic parameters to a change in the intrinsic

rate of increase r is directly proportional to the difference between

the average age and the centroidal age corresponding to the energetic

parameter. An internal extremum for any energetic parameter occurs

if the centroidal age for that parameter equals the average age.



The factors that influence ecological efficiency can be isolated.

It is suggested that ecological efficiency for a population of homeo-

therms, which is a function of age distribution, will be less than 4%.

Previous empirical estimates may be higher than this value, because

they were made from data on poikilotherms that are energetically very

different from homeotherms; ecological efficiency could be greatly

increased by a lower metabolic rate and a more variable metabolic

rate of an individual poikilotherm, with the ability to grow throughout

a longer portion of the life span.

Evolution of age distributions and other insights are examined

by considering such questions as what age distribution minimizes

total energy required by the population, or what age distribution

maximizes the birth rate or maximizes trophic level energy transfer.

This is an exploratibn to find the age distribution for an energetically

well defined objective function and to make tests and comparisons to

see if the objective function is complete or realistic: to look for addi-

tional restrictions that would shape the age distribution into the

actually observed forms, so changes in the age distribution can be

related to possible causes, and to investigate questions such as, are

the age distributions for different objective functions similar.
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ENERGY FLOW IN ANIMAL POPULATIONS

INTRODUCTION

There are two main objectives underlying the following

discussion. One is to gain insight into how energetics might control

animal populations in a general comparative sense, that is, to gain an

intuitive feel for how energetics may be involved when speculating on

adaptive significance and evolutionary strategies. This control or

influence that energetics may exert on the structure of animal popula-

tions may differ: (1) between populations comprised of different sized

individuals, (2) within the population between different aged individuals,

and (3) between populations with a different age structure.

The second overall objective is to analyze the flow of energy

through an animal population with known characteristics. These known

characteristics are the essential ingredients in the model, as they con-

tain, by definition, the means for two populations to differ energeti-

cally. The processes of defining, isolating, and interpreting the

effects of these main features, which characterize energy flow through

a population, will be examined. The end result will express energy

flow in terms of the maximum adult weight of an individual and the age

distribution of the population, with the other characteristics of the

population not entering directly into the final descriptions but explicitly

defined and isolated, with an understanding of how a variation in them
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will affect the end result of energy flow. This is the essence of the

modeling process: to relate the model system components to real

world processes and to gain an understanding of the results of these

processes, which are coupled together under the axioms of the model.

This is accomplished by interacting with the created abstraction,

which one feels mirrors real processes in some sense.

Three ideas are central to the method used to approach the above

objectives. The first main point is to consider energy flow when think-

ing about animal populations, that is, to view animal populations as

requiring and being modified by the flow of energy through them.

Including energetics when thinking about animal populations is made

easier and more explicit by defining energetic parameters that seem

to sum up an important or interesting viewpoint. The second central

idea for a comparison of population energetics is to start from a cen-

tral common foundation and add variations to this common point for

understanding particular instances. In this instance the central founda-

tion is a population with constant size and a stationary age distribution.

A constant population is an abstraction, like an ideal gas or inviscid

fluid, and to handle specific actual instances the effect of perturbations

on this ideal state will be investigated. The third main point is to use

the population age distribution as a central descriptive variable, that

is, to characterize and think of populations through their age distri-

butions.



WHY ENERGY FLOWS THROUGH ANIMAL POPULATIONS:
THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Is the flow of energy through animal populations required by the

laws of thermodynamics? And if it is, can insight be gained by

examining the requirements that thermodynamics imposes? The first

law of thermodynamics states that energy may be changed in form,

but can not be created or destroyed. So all the energy that enters an

animal must be accounted for. External energy input in the form of

food consumed must be balanced by the flow of energy out of the living

system through heat transfer, energy in feces, external work, and

other energy flow processes, and by the change in the internal energy

of the system, such as growth. The first law is a statement about the

quantity of energy and in living systems accounts for what is happen-

ing to the flow of energy, that is, how much energy is going where,

but it does not give information as to why there must be an energy

flow through a living system. An animal population that has no exter-

nal energy inputs, and is completely isolated (such as a population of

mice that survives indefinitely in a completely impervious box) could

exist without violating the first law. But this never happens because

the quality of the energy changes as it flows through an animal

population.

As the input energy flows through the systems its thermody-

namic availability (Jones 1960) is reduced. This process of degrading

3
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the thermodynamic availability of energy flowing through the living

system is considered by Schrt5dinger (1944) in his book "What Is

Life?" to be a requirement of living systems. That is, living systems

demand an energy flow which they degrade or as Schrt5dinger states

it, living systems feed on negative entropy. Others characterize liv-

ing systems as assemblages of improbable combinations of atoms, an

ordered state that evades the decay to equilibrium. Asimov (1962)

described a living organism as "characterized by the ability to effect a

temporary and local decrease in entropy by means of enzyme-

catalyzed chemical reactions.

The second law of thermodynamics, which states that the entropy

of a closed system must not decrease, is a statement about the quality

of energy. There are two immediate consequences of applying the

second law to living systems. The first result is that the living sys-

tem can not be a closed system with energetically impermeable

boundaries that can be scribed around it. Rather, it is part of a larger

system and must be energetically coupled to elements in this larger

system. The second consequence is that energy must flow from out-

side into the living system and the thermodynamic availability of this

energy flow through the living system must decrease. This require-

ment of energy flow through a living organism forms the basis of the

following discussion. It will concentrate on where the energy flows,

on the quantity aspects rather than the quality aspects, even though

the quality aspects may be the more basic explanation of why what

energy flows where.



APPROACH TAKEN AND RESOLUTION LEVEL ADOPTED

The energy flow through a population can be described if the

energy flow through individuals that comprise the population is defined.

This mechanistic approach of building up the whole from the sum of

its parts does not always yield a satisfactory description. For

example, building up a description of population behavior from the

sum of responses on the individual level may not lead to a description

of population behavior. All individuals in a population may want to

survive, but the population may survive by sacrificing some individu-

als. Wynne-Edwards (1962) hypothesis of group selection is difficult

to infer from a mechanistic approach that sums individual responses.

A holistic approach with feedback from the population to the individual,

as well as in the other direction, may be necessary to answer some

important questions, such as how the final system has evolved. Here

I am interested in describing the energy flow through an animal popu-

lation that is a defined collection of known individual responses, so in

this case, feedback from the group to the individual has been elimi-

nated and a mechanistic description from individual energetics to total

population energy flow is acceptable. This approach excludes

answering certain types of questions, and this must be kept in mind

when interpreting the results.

5
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In describing energy flow through an individual, one can describe

in detail where ingested energy goes, categorizing it into fecal energy,

gaseous products of digestion, urinary energy, specific dynamic action

of foods, etc. And one can describe how the end categories were

reached, through absorption, digestion and other processes. A

biochemical view of the process would indicate how much energy was

expended to place a given amount of energy at the end of each path

(e. g. lactation). So much is unknown along the biochemical route that

building an individual's response in this mechanistic manner will com-

pound the inaccuracies. Also an overall description of energy flow

through an animal is desired, rather than a detailed description of energy

flow within an animal. The resolution level adopted takes a broad

overview of energy flow through an individual, using generalities

across species instead of a more accurate, less general approach.

Energy flow through an individual will be segmented into energy

for maintenance, growth, and reproduction. I would like these partial

energy expressions for an individual to be a function of only two van-

ables, age and adult weight. The model results express energetic

parameters of interest in terms of the adult weight to some power.

Dimensional considerations are used to interpret these results, as

well as to derive relationships.



Standard (Basal) Metabolism

The first generality to form an energy flow model for an

individual relates metabolic rate to size. Almost 100 years ago

Rubner proposed that metabolic rate was approximately proportional

to surface area (or the 2/3 power of body weight). If animal weight is

plotted against fasting catabolism of homeothermic animals in a post-

absorptive condition within the range of metabolically indifferent

environmental temperatures, the relationship is nearly linear on a

log-log plot over a six order decade spread in weight (Figure 1). The

exponent in this power law is now taken to be about . 75.

Biological reasons for this power relationship have been

proposed and discussed by many individuals (e.g. Brody 1945 Kieiber

1947, Gordon 1972). Rubner's surface law can not be expected to fit

exactly, as the heat loss per unit area differs in the various parts of

an animal's body animals of different taxa are not geometrically

similar, and the rates of heat loss through the body surface are

neitherpassive nor constant, but are under physiologic control.

Body surface area and heat transfer considerations constitute a con-

straint on what is possible in the design of an animal. (Kleiber (1961)

estimated that a 60 gm mouse with the same metabolic rate per unit

weight as a steer would need a fur covering 20 cm thick to maintain its

body temperature in an environment at 3°C.) But there is no reason

7
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why the relationship should exactly follow this 2/3 power law. Zeuthen

(1953) notes that a power law for metabolic rate seems to exist for all

ranges of living organisms: (1) unicellular organisms slope .7,

(2) small metazoa with a slope z 95, (3) large poikilotherms and

homeotherms with a slope . 75.

Recently McMahon (1973) proposed a derivation of the 3/4 law

from a consideration of the critical length of a column to avoid

buckling and from A.V. Hill's work on the biophysics of muscle con-

traction. This derivation is presented as a confirmation of the 3 /4

law from fundamental basic considerations. However I do not agree

with this derivation; one problem with combining the criteria for

buckling with physiologic relations on power output of muscles is that

even though they may be dimensionally consistent, they are not struc-

turally or physiologically consistent. The failure from buckling

applies to material that withstands a compressive stress, but the

physiologic relationship applies to muscle, which can not support

columnar compressive loads.

I will not attempt to rationalize on theoretical grounds the use of

the 3/4 power law, that fits homeotherms from the shrew to the

elephant, but also accommodates poikilotherms and beech trees. It

will be adopted as a very handy empirical relationship between

metabolic rate of homeotherms in apo st-absorptive state and their

body weight. The exact expression I will use to describe this law is



3/4
E = . 40 W , (Kleiber 1947, Zar 1969) where E is standard

m m

metabolic rate in Kcal/day and W is body weight in grams.

Throughout this discussion, weight is expressed in grams, time

in days, and energy in Kcal. However, because the end result is

desired as a function of the maximum weight, and the energy for

growth requires a relationship between grams of wet weight tissue and

enthalpy energy content of this tissue I will use the conversion

factor of 1.37 Kcai per gram of wet weight tissue (Golley 1960) to

express all energy units in terms of an equivalent weight in grams of

wet tissue.

Next, a section on dimensional analysis will investigate

dimensional implications of this metabolic law. Then a model of

energy flow through a population will be built up from the metabolic

requirements of individuals



DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND EXAMPLES

The science of dimensional analysis, or dynamic similitude, was

referred to by Newton in his Principia Mathematica as the "great

principle of similitude". The essential ingredients for this principle

are the very foundations of the science being examined. The basic

alphabet of the science is defined by parameters, which are con-

sidered independent and arranged together to form basic laws.

Newton's genius clarified the thought of his day and provided a con-

sistent philosophical basis for the foundation of mechanics based upon

the definition of three distinct fundamental and independent entities:

length, inertia (mass) and time. Newton's great combination of these

basic components of his paradigm into fundamental parameters of

interest, such as velocity (LIT) and acceleration (LIT2), and

their combination into general laws of motion should not obscure the

fact that defining the dimensional parameters of interest is an essen-

tial step. What are the analogues in biology?

Another great insight was Einstein's abandonment of Newton's

basic building blocks as independent entities and discovery of relation-

ships between time and space, inertia and acceleration, and mass and

energy. The science of dimensional similitude has been explicated

and developed in physics and engineering, especially dynamics, heat

transfer, and fluid mechanics, where the alphabet, parameters of

10
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interest, and questions are well defined and accepted.

Dimensional analysis has been applied to biological problems

mainly in the biomechanics of structure and motion: how high can an

organism jump, what is its maximum velocity, and similar questions.

Dimensional analysis will be applied to physiologic and energetic

problems in the following examples.

Maximum Lifespan

To determine a homeothermTs maximum life time as a function

of weight using dimensional analysis, assume that the maximum age

represents a constant maximum number of heartbeats, so the heart of

each homeotherm can beat a given number of pulses before it is worn

out (Pearl 1928). Heart size for homeotherms is proportional to body

weight, W (Brody 1945, Adolph 1949). The metabolic oxygen

requirement of the body, which is supplied by blood flow, is propor-

tional to the metabolic rate, which is proportional to body weight to

the 3/4 power, W3'. The stroke volume is a constant fraction of

the total heart volume between individuals with different body weights

(Tenny 1967). Also, the stroke volume probably remains constant for

a given body weight as the cardiac output varies; an increased blood

flow rate is accomplished by increasing the heartbeat at the constant

stroke volume (Berne and Levy 1967). So the blood supply per beat

equals the stroke volume, which is proportional to the weight and the



heart rate equals the metabolic need divided by the supply per beat.

-1/4
w

(1927) reiate pulse rate to w So then

1 1/4maximum age cx cx Wheart rate

This conclusion follows from dimensional considerations. Sacher

(1957), using empirical data, presents a power relationship where the
.198life span is proportional to W . Stahl (1962), reviewing other

empirical data, gives the life span as proportional to W29. I have

1/4used the expression 320W for the maximum age in days, where

W is adult (maximum) weight in grams.

Energetics of an Individual Living to Maximum Lifespan

An interesting dimensionless number (which is also presented

by Stahl 1962) is derived by multiplying a homeotherm's maximum age
1/4 3/4by the metabolic rate and dividing by its weight, cx (W W )/W.

This implies that the energy need of each unit mass of a homeotherm

that lives to the maximum age is a constant. Or each gram of proto-

plasm looks out and takes in the same amount of energy during the

animal's lifetime, whether this protoplasm resides in a mouse or in a

deer. The magnitude of the energy that each gram of protoplasm

"wants" to process is about 250 Kcal, or about 200 times the energy

That is, heart rate cx (from empirical data Clark

12
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content of the tissue that "processes" the energy. The rate that
3/4energy is required per gram varies with W , but the total energy

consumed during the homeotherm's life span is the same regardless of

its weight. These relationships have interesting consequences when

applied to the energetics of an individual.

Assume that

metabolic rate x life span total energy used
weight weight

energy used per gram during the
animal's life span

250 Kcal.

Given this relation, how many mice are energetically equivalent to

one deer? That is, if they were energy-limited and competing for the

same resource, how many mice would be equivalent to one deer, or

what would the relative densities of pure mice and pure deer be for

equal energy consumption, assuming all live to the maximum age for

the species? Let a = max age, N = number of animals per unit

area (density of animals), W = weight of an animal, the subscript

d deer and m mouse. The ratio of the energy consumed by the

deer per unit time to the rate of energy consumption by the mice equals

(W'4Nd)/(W3"4N). For equal energy consumption, the ratio of the

density of mice to deer, N/Nd must be proportional to the

inverse ratio of their metabolic rates, 3 /4
(Wd/Wm)



A predator would be interested in the rate that individuals die

on a given unit of land. This is proportional to the quotient of density

and maximum age. For mice, this is N /a , and for deerm m
Nd/ads where N IN = (W 1w

)3/4
m d d m

equal energy consumption

The ratio of the rate N /a Wd 3 /4 ad Wdm mof mice deaths to the )
- Nd/ad -rate of deer deaths m m m

So, for equal energy consumption per unit area, the ratio of deaths per

unit area is inversely proportional to the ratio of their weights. This

implies that the energy flow rate to a carnivore (death rate times

biomass), for a constant energy input to the prey is independent of the

size of the prey. This follows from the equality of energy consumed

per gram of tissue during the life span of the animal in which the tis-

sue is located, regardless of the size of the animaL

If equal standing crop of the prey per unit area is used as a

constraint, instead of equal energy input to the prey populations, the

ratio of the rate of energy flow to the next trophic level per unit area

equals (WNIa)/(NdWd/ad), where, for equal standing crop,

N W = N W . Thus a /a (W 1w
)h/4 equals the energy flowmm dd dm d m

from the mouse population divided by energy flow from the deer popu-

lation under the constraint of equal standing crop. If instead of equal

standing crop per unit area, the prey densities are equal, the ratio of

to satisfy the constraint of

14
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energy flow to the next trophic level, (W N /a )/(W N Ia ), withmm m dd d
3/4

N = N is (W a /W a ) = (W /Wd)d m md dm m

These dimensional considerations may give insight into energy

flow, but these flows are crude estimates for maximally aged indi-

viduals, and not for populations comprised of individuals of all ages.

The following will construct a more accurate model for individuals of

different ages into populations Also, more energetic parameters of

interest will be defined and investigated at the population level to sup-

plement those developed at the individual level.



DESCRIBING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF AN INDIVIDUAL
AS THE SUM OF THREE COMPONENTS: MAINTENANCE,

GROWTH, AND REPRODUCTION

Energy for Maintenance Metabolism

Maintenance metabolism takes on the explicit form of the 3/4
3/4

law, E = ACT (.4/1. 37)W , where E is the maintenancem m

metabolism in gm-equiv/day, W is the animal's weight in grams,

and ACT is an activity factor to adjust the standard metabolic rate

of sedentary animals in a post-absorptive state to the metabolic rate

of active, free-ranging wild animals. The activity factor enters the

calculations as a multiplying constant, so even though its magnitude

influences the results greatly, changing it to another value and inter-

preting the effect on energy flow is straightforward. If the time

history of activity in the wild is known, it is possible to arrive at an

overall activity factor by a time motion study (e. g. Mullen and Chew

1973). Tucker (1971) has measured the energetics of birds during

flight in a wind tunnel, and for budgerigars the activity factor is 13 to

ZO, and for laughing gulls it is 11 to 14, This is similar to the maxi-

mum power expenditure of an athlete, which can be 15 to 20 times his

standard rate. An estimate of the metabolism of a free ranging animal

can be obtained using doubly-labeled water (D20 and H2O18) (Lifson

and McCiintock 1966, Gessaman 1973). Metabolic data for free-living

long-tailed pocket mice (Perognathusformosus) and purple martins

16
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(Progne subis) has been collected using the doubly-labeled water

technique (Mullen and Chew 1973, Utter and LeFebvre 1973). Using

this data, the activity factor for a purple martin that spends 50% of its

time in flight is about 4, and an activity factor for pocket mice varies

between 1.3 and 3. In the following I will assume an activity factor of

2, which is the value suggested by Brody (1945).

Growth Schedule

In order to express maintenance metabolic energy as a function

of adult weight and age, weight must be expressed as a function of

adult weight using a growth schedule. Many growth curves have been

suggested. If an individual's cells increase in proportion to the num-

ber that are there, but are also inhibited by the number that are there,

one obtains a form of the Verhuist-Pearl logistic equation. I have

used the logistic (or autocatalytic) form to describe growth,

in days). With the initial conditions W(0) = W /10, the solution is

W(a) = W /(l+9e). This equation is symmetric about the point of

inflection. Actual smoothed growth curves for homeotherms are

sigmoidin shape, but the region of inflection is somewhat skewed to

the left so that the point of inflection occurs at about 1/3 of the mature

weight (man is an exception). Brody (1945) fits the growth of many

domestic animals with an exponential of the form W A BeKa



.278expressed as a function of adult weight. 3.94W

relation Ricklefs (1969) obtained by fitting bird growth data

(Passeriformes). Equating the time in days to reach 90% adult weight

to 4W 1/4, where W is the adult weight in grams, the parameterm m

K in the logistic equation becomes 1. lW1'4. Brody (1935) states

Han old rule u that the growth period is 20% of the life span for mam-

mals. Assuming that 90% of the adult weight is reached in 15% of the

life span will prescribe the parameter K in the logistic to be

092W' This ten-fold difference in the value of K implies that

birds will grow at about 10 times the rate of mammals. This seems

too large; however the energetic implications of such differences in

growth rates will be described later.

is the empLricai
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But, as will be seen later, the actual shape of the curve is not as

important as is the time that the curve takes to reach a weight close to

the maximum weight. If a different growth function is preferred, it

can be used.

Rather than a very precise estimate of energy flow through a

particular population, this approach provides a broad general under-

standing. Once the time to reach a given percentage of the maximum

adult weight is decided upon, the logistic description of growth is well

defined. For bird growth, the time to reach 90% adult weight can be



Energy for Growth

Energy that goes to produce growth will influence the population

by interactive effects. For example, the heavy energy burden during

lactation may make the female more susceptible to environmental

changes, which can influence the success of rearing young. These

places where the environment has increased control over the popula-

tion are very interesting, but as far as energy flow is concerned, they

do not enter, as the population age distribution is externally pre-

scribed, and not determined by feedback processes. So it is not

important to ascribe the energy cost to the lactating mothers, it is

just necessary to include the energy cost in the overall population

energy budget.

In this model, the energy for growth is added on to the normal

metabolic rate without growth. This appears straightforward if a

growth efficiency (11g = energy in tissue put on by growth process!

assimilated energy above maintenance energy required for a growth

process) can be found to convert energy assimilated to energy added

on as biomass, and also if the growth efficiency is not size or age

dependent. From biochemical considerations growth efficiency can

theoretically approach 75% (Lehninger 1971). Needham (1964) states

that Hif measured in a consistent way, the efficiency of growth has

much the same value in all species irrespective of lifespan, size,

19
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body temperature, and so on. Two general rules also tend to indicate

a general similarity in growth processes and growth efficiencies. One

of these is Rubner's rule of growth, that the amount required for

doubling the birthweight is the same per kilogram in all species,

except man, with an overall efficiency of early postnatal growth of

about 35%. Kleiber's rule states that the ratio of food consumption to

basal metabolism and maintenance is independent of body weight, and

therefore, the excess food that may go for growth purposes is inde-

pendent of body weight. With equal growth efficiencies and food

capacities, this implies that large and small animals are on the same

level of production. Throughout, I have taken growth efficiency to be

20%, which is a low value. The effect of varying the growth efficiency

will be discussed later.

Rubnerts Rule of growth is used to substantiate the assumption

of energetically similar growth trends for homeotherms of various

sizes. The rule is not used as a quantitative standard with which the

model should agree during the very early stages of growth. The

objective of this model is to develop an overall comparison of energy

flow through animal populations, that can be easily grasped, instead of

tracking an energy-growth trajectory throughout all regimes, even

when the contribution to overall population energetics is very small.

To obtain an overall efficiency of early postnatal growth of 35% in

accordance with Rubner's Rule the growth efficiency used should be
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about 70%. Rubners Rule could also be more closely approached by

lowering the activity factor for very young sedentary animals, instead

of using the same activity factor throughout. (But if total energy flow

through the population is of interest, the food of very young mammals

and birds of the Order Columbiformes is produced by the adult 3nd

therefore goes through an additional conversion with an associated

energy loss.. ) The important aspect is not to approach Rubner's Rule,

which is not a quantitatively precise rule, but to realize how energetics

for this stage of the life cycle contributes to overall population energy

flow, how changes in various assumptions effect the energy flow, and

whether the overall energy flow is of the appropriate form, even

though each segment of the life cycle may not be accurately tracked.

Reproductive Energy

The energy required to produce one individual, that is, the

increase in metabolic energy demands of a pregnant female over the

term of pregnancy, divided by the number of offspring, take on a

variety of not very consistent values. I have assumed that the amount

of energy needed to produce one individual is equal to the energy to

grow to the birth weight, which is assumed to be the maximum weight

divided by 10, W/lO. The energy needed to grow to the birth

weight is assumed to be Wm/(10T1g) where
11g

is growth effi-

ciency. The energy cost of producing young will be added on at the
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time of birth. This could change the time history of energy flow for a

varying pregnancy rate. Later the maximum possible error intro-

duced by such a procedure can be evaluated.

Summary of Relations to Describe Total Metabolism of
an Individual

To summarize, the total metabolic energy used by an individual

is comprised of three parts, the energy flow rates needed for
S S

maintenance E , reproduction E , and growth Fm b g

= Em + Eb + Eg The components of energy flow expressed in

I 3/4 3/4gm-equiv/day are, E (.4/l.37)ACTW .6W , where
m

ACT, the activity factor, is taken to be 2 and W is the individual

ldWweight in grams. Eg = - where Ti is the growth efficiency
g W(0)'taken as . 20, and a is the age in days. Eb b, where b

g
describes the rate of producing young individuals per day, and W(0)

is birth weight, which is taken to be 1/10 of the maximum adult

weight, WhO. The assumed growth schedule is
W

dW(a) W(a) mKW(a)(1- , or W(a) = . For rapid growth,
W -Kada m 1+9e -1/4such as for birds, the value of K used is 1. 1W , and for slowerm

growing homeotherms (e.g. small mammals) K . 092Wrn1/14

Thus the total metabolic rate of an individual is expressed as a func-

tion of the variables age, adult weight, and rate of producing young.



ENERGY FLOW THROUGH A POPULATION: COUPLING
INDIVIDUAL ENERGETICS AND
POPULATION PARAMETERS

Lotka and Sharp& s classical work in populations (Sharpe and

Lotka 1911) showed that with a fixed fecundity schedule and a constant

individual survivorship a population will asymptotically approach an

age distribution that will remain fixed in time, independent of the

starting age distribution.

Few natural populations follow Lotka's theoretical path to a

stationary age distribution. 1 Environmental fluctuations and feedback

mechanisms perturb the assumption of constant recruitment and

survivorship, m(a) and £(a). The stationary age distribution is

an abstraction that does not necessarily exist, like an ideal gas or an

inviscid fluid, but it is a standard to which actual distributions can be

compared, and in terms of which generalizations can be made.

Describing the energy flow through each given natural population

could be treated as a set of distinct problems with no common ground

for comparison of such things as advantages and strategies from an

adaptive and evolutionary point of view. A stationary age distribution

23

'It is common in population theory to use ustablet where I use
'stationary". Because stability theory is becoming an important
aspect of population study, I will use stationary age distribution to
designate a population with an age distribution that is unchanging in
time. Constant population will refer to a population with a stationary
age distribution and a constant number of individuals; i. e., the
intrinsic rate of increase r, is zero.
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with a constant population size (a constant population) provides a

common basis which enables one to do this.

Thus, a population with a constant size and a stationary age

distribution will be used as a central model, with perturbations or

modifications to approximate more closely special case, real life

population situations. An idealization that can be visualized and

grasped will be developed, and perturbations on this idealization will

permit the inclusion of populations that deviate from the basic axioms

of stationary population theory. The central concept which couples

the individual and the population is the population age distribution,

C(a). This is determined by the maternity and survival schedules and

the intrinsic rate of increase r, in the stationary case.

In developing this section the results of classical stationary

population theory will first be presented, then the energetic param-

eters of interest will be introduced, which couple individual energetics

to overall population energy flows. Next the assumptions that com-

prise a stationary population description and might be violated by real

populations will be discussed, with methods introduced to circumvent

these restrictions and more closely describe energy flow for actual

populations. Finally, the results will be discussed.



Classical Population Theory

Population theory for stationary age distributions will be

developed just for the female segment of the population. If there is no

sexual dimorphism, .(a), the survival schedule, for males and

females is the same, and if an equal sex ratio exists at birth, then

the male population can be treated as energetically identical to the

female segment of the population. If these assumptions do not hold,

the energetics for the male portion of the population can be obtained

from modifications to the female segment, or by treating the male

segment as a new female segment with appropriate characteristics.

A description of a population through time involves two basically

different types of variables: the continuous variable time, and dis-

crete variables, which describe the population in terms of its discrete

members.

A continuous description of population parameters has many

advantages, such as conceptual ease of visualization and description

and the ability to apply the principles of calculus to the problem. But

a continuous description also has disadvantages, which stem from the

essential discreteness in populations. I will develop the theory in

continuous form.

To follow standard continuous demographic analysis (e. g.

Keyfitz 1968), assume that the population has a stationary age

25
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distribution and vital parameters of survivorship and recruitment

which depend only on age. Let a denote the age of an individual in

days, and t the time in days. The rate of increase r of the

population can be defined as

r lim N(t+tt)-N(t) - dN(t)
N(t)t - N(t) dt

where N(t) is the total number of individuals in the population at

time t. The solution of this equation is N(t) = N(0)ert, where

N(0) is the number of individuals in the population at time t 0.

Since the age distribution remains constant, the ratio of the number

at each age to the number at age t units earlier also changes by

the factor ert.

The probability of an individual surviving to age a from birth

is ( m(a) is the maternity function, the number of female

offspring recruited per female of age a per unit time. C(a) is the

age distribution. Seven relationships among these variables constitute

the basis of population theory for stationary age distributions, along

with the result that the stationary age distribution is asymptotically

approached for any initial age distribution with constant vital rates

(as long as some component of the principal eigenvector (Takahashi

etal. 1970) is contained):



a

C(a)da 1, C(a)da equals the number of individuals
0

between age a and a + da in the normalized population.

am
b = C(a)m(a)da is the birth rate per unit population size.

0

C(a) can be related to r, 1 and .(a) by the equation

-raN(a)da Ne b.(a)da -ra°
C(a)da - N N

= e b.(a)da. This requires

that

C(0) = b since (0) = 1. So

-ra
C(a) e bQ(a). Integrating both sides of (4) over all ages

gives

am

0
taneous specific death rate i.i(a),

e''m(a)i(a)da. Another useful concept is the instan-

=(a) = urn
def aO

-\ i(a)da
Jo

(7) .(a) e

Energetic Parameters of Interest for a Population

Population energetics requires a coupling of individual and

27

population characteristics through the population age distribution C(a).

am
b= er(a)da). Substituting (4) into (2) gives

0

d.(a)
- (a)da or



To describe directly energy flow in populations parameters that

characterize important, biologically meaningful attributes of the

population will be introduced. The energetic parameters of interest

are:

Sc standing crop of the population (grams)

Em flow rate per day of metabolic maintenance energy through

the population (gm/day)

Eg energy used for growth (gm/day)

Eb energy flow rate used for reproduction (gm/day)

energy flow out of the population as dead material (gm/day)

B. biomass flow rate into the population due to births and

growth (gm/day)

total energy flow rate used by the population (gm/day).

These variables can be expressed as follows: (I have assumed that

C(a) is smooth, that is, continuous and continuously differentiable.)

aem
S = C(a)W(a)da

C )
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W(a)'4C(a)da, where K = (ACT).4/1.37 .6



I
E

g
T1g

S

bWbW(0) m
b '110

g

a

D
=

C(a)W(a).(a)da, where for r = 0 C(a) = b.(a) and
0

-d.(a) -dC(a)
(a) - (a)da - C(a)da

S

D = - W(a)( dC(a) )da
0

da

am
B, = bW(0) + C(a)( dW(a)

)da = (F +Fin da g b g

Thjs assumes a closed population--no emigration or immigration.

And with the restriction of a constant population (stationary age dis-

tribution and r 0), there is a conservation of both numbers and

mass; Bin - D = 0, N(t) equals a constant. This will be proven

using the basic definitions, in order to show the consistency of these

definitions and to become familiar with their relationships.

C(a)( dW(a)
) da, where is the growth

efficiency that converts assimilated energy to

increase in biomass, and is taken to be the low

value of . 20, as previously discussed.

so

29



Sc represents individuals as a function of age a and time t.

a

Sc W(a)C(a)da at any instant in time.

as

0

cia/dt is a scale factor between age and time.

as
- W(a )C(am

a a

- ç
m aw(a) m ac(a)

- aa C(a)da + W(a) da
"0

aa

= C(0)W(0) represents the change in standing crop due to external

inputs and outflows; and not changes that occur during the life span of

an individual. With a and t measured in the same units,

a a
c aW(a) ac(a)d5 rn cm

W(a) da + C(0)W(0)=
8a C(a)da

+

I

=flE -D+bW(0).gg
d5

For conservation of population biomass, or
I I I I
D bW(0) + ii E B. . So the rate of mass change due to births andg g in

growth must balance the rate of mass outflow due to deaths.

For conservation of population numbers, the number of

individuals dying per unit time

- W(0)C(0)

dS as asc_ cda+ c
dt aa dt at

a

J [W(a)C(a)Jda

30



a a
= C(a)(a)da

=

m di(a) )da.da

Integrating by parts,
aa , rnm Id = -bi(a)j - \ (a)

0 "0
da b(0) b = C(0)

So given a smooth growth schedule W(a) and a smooth age

distribution C(a), all the energetic parameters of the population

may be computed.

Ratios of theEnergetic Parameters

Ratios of the energetic population parameters are also of

interest and give insight into comparisons and strategies. From a

predator' s point of view the important variables describing a prey

population would be biomass out divided by rate of energy assimilated,

and rate of biomass out divided by standing crop, D/S.

From an internal viewpoint of energy utilization, the ratio of metabolic

energy used for growth divided by metabolic energy used for mainten-

ance, E /E , or /(E +E ), would be of interest. And from
g m g g m

a lower trophic level that supplies the population with energy, the

important parameters would be the ratio of its total rate of energy

used divided by standing crop, Et/S.

31
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How the energetic parameters, and the ratio of these

parameters, that characterize a stationary population change with the

age djstribution C(a), for populations of the same maximum

weight, is of major interest. Also of primary interest is how these

energetic parameters change with maximum adult weight of an

individual for a constant C(a), Another aspect of energeticparam-

eters besieds the integrated population view for a given maximum

weight and age distribution is the variation of the energetic param-

eters for an individual through its lifetime. This view will be con-

sidered later.



PROPERTIES AND RESULTS OF THE POPULATION MODEL

Generalities About the Form of the Energetic Parameters

Determining the energetic population parameters for a logistic

growth form results in integral expressions that cannot be expressed

in terms of well known functions. So first a linear growth of the form

was used with a linear age distribution defined by C(a) = (l-

For this particular growth schedule and age distribution the energetic

parameters can be expressed in closed form as:

.LJ

S = C(a)W(a)da = . 703W
c 1)0 m

6C(a)W(a)3 . 445W 314da = m

= - W(a)()da = 1.67W /a (if r = 0);
0

da m m

a
dW(a)

da m mflg
C(a)( )da 8.3Zw /a

W(a) =

Wm3a if a<a /3
a - mm

if a>a /3m

33
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B. = W(0) + T 1. 67W Ia
in gg rn rn

E , 11 and B. are all expressed in the same units of energy flow
m in

rate (gm/day). The validity of these equations did not presuppose a

relationship between W and a that is, the constant in thesem m

expressions is dimensionless. So for dimensional consistency
3/4W /a must have the same units as W , which implies thatm m m

the maximum age am is proportional to the fourth root of the adult

weight, l/4
m

The relationship that maximum age is proportional to the fourth

root of the adult weight W1 is deduced in this section from con-

siderations of dimensional consistency. This relationship was

deduced earlier by an entirely different approach an approach that

used dimensional considerations, physiologic facts, and the assump-

tion that the heart of a homeotherm, independent of its size, has the

potential for the same number of heart beats before it is worn out.

The robustness of this result is further suggested by purely empirical

data (Sacher 1957),

For various adult weights the energetic parameters of interest

were integrated numerically for the logistic growth expression. All

these energetic parameters were linear when plotted on log-log plots

as a function of adult weight, which indicates a relationship of the

form E = 3Wa, where a and 3 are constants. From
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dimensional considerations it will be shown that an energetic

parameter for an arbitrary population age distribution is a single term

expression of the adult weight to a known power a. This power law,

which includes only the adult weight, does not vary in form as the

adult weight or age distribution is varied. The second relationship

that will be proven is that for a specific growth schedule and age dis-

tribution the constant factor 3 does not change with a change in the

adult weight. So once the constant factor P is determined numeri-

cally for a given adult weight, it is not necessary to numerically

integrate again, as it is determined for all adult weights.

The energetic parameters of the population are integral
a

expressions of the form
= S C(a)f[W(a)]da. Since C(a)da is

dimensionless, will have the units of f(W(a)), which is always

a power law in W(a). The weight evaluated at the limits of integra-

tion, zero and maximum age, is a function only of maximum weight,

W. So the energetic parameter is of the form

For a normalized population of one with a given form of age

distribution and growth schedule, consider two adult weights, Wm
1

and W . Ifrn

W1(a1) W2(a2) a2 a1
- when =

W W a am2 m2 m1

f(W )=Wa
m m
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then, expressing one weight schedule in terms of the other,

W aam2 2 m1
W2(a2)

=
W1( a

Similarly, if

and for

f(W)=W°,

a

E2 ç C2(a2)f[W2(a2)]da2

am a a W2 m m m
= a'Cl2a 1)f[

0 m2 m2

C1(a1) C2(a2)

a a

a aam Zm
C(a)= 1C( 1)
22 a 1 am2

a

1 = j C1(a1)f[W1(a1)]da1

when
a2 a1

a am2 m1
then

a

Changing the dummy variable of integration to x = a2 a
yields:

m2

a am W m W

E2
1

C1(x)f{W1(x) WIdX = S C1(x)[W1(x) Wi
0 m1 0 m1
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a
W m Wm a 1 m2a

2
E2 )

C1(x)[W1(x)]Gdx
)

m1

wm a
2=w

2) =pa
m1

m1

So is known for W ' is easily obtained by just

replacing W with W in the expression form1 m2 1

The fact that the energetic parameters are a function of W

and that the form of this functional dependence is known to within a

constant scalefactor is a very interesting and valuable piece of

information in trying to generalize about energy flow through popula-

tions. The only other piece of information to complete the description

is to determine how the parameter 1 varies. Here again some-

thing is known within the framework of the stationary age distribution

model, as one can explicate all the population parameters that can

affect . For a prescribed growth schedule and age distribution P

does not depend upon W, but depends only upon the time to reach a

certain percentage of the adult weight, individual survivorship,

growth efficiency, activity factor and initial weight. The sensitivity of

energetic parameters to growth efficiency is a simple constant mul-

tiple affecting Eg and, knowing I, the effect of growth efficiency

on can be determined. Activity factor similarly scales Em by
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a constant and therefore the influence of how these two parameters

filter into all energetic expressions can be deduced. C(a) and time to

reach 90% Wm interact dynamically, and it is not apparent which

energetic parameters are most affected by changes in C(a).

Results for Different 4ge Distributions and Growth Schedules

Table 1 represents results for an activity factor of 2 and a

growth efficiency of 20% for various forms of C(a) and for both

logistic and linear growth forms. Also results are presented for the

same C(a) and the same growth forms with various times to reach

90% W. A computer program was written to follow individuals in a

bird population and determine the overall population energy param-

eters. This was a discrete enumeration instead of a continuous

description, because the population had a seasonal breeding and growth

period. Using a ficticious generalized species, Obscura nondescripta,

that is similar to a resident population of robins, the energy par.m-

eters were computed and can be compared to a continuous description.

Table 1 is normalized so that the total population being

considered is one individual. Table 2 is the same data as Table 1,

only the normalization is by standing crops so that each population has

a standing biomass equal to W.
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Sensitivity of Energetic Parameters to Changes in C(a)

Examining the results in Table 1 raises many questions. For

example, from a predator's point of view D/S may be the main

parameter of interest. From a prey's point of view Er/S might be

the main parameter of interest. This tells how much energy flow will

come from them, or to them, for an increase in standing crop. For

example, grass for a mouse population would look with interest at

That is, how much additional energy does the grass need to

supply per unit increase in the standing crop of the mouse population?

A fox's view of the mouse population would be focused on ID/S. How

much additional energy flows to the fox for a unit increase in the stand-

ing crop of the mouse population? From the results, both ID/S and

IS have the same functional dependence on W . But the varia-t c m

tion from the fox's point of view is very much greater than the varia-

tion from the grass's point of view, as changes are made in the age

distribution C(a). The fox feels changes in C(a) much more than

the grass does, which essentially has a fox's change toned down by a

relative factor of 10. This is not dealing with absolute change, but

relative change from a base datum. Perhaps the mouse wants its food

supply to be invariant to changes in C(a), so that it can change

C(a) and not have to vary its food base. Yet by varying C(a) it can

keep its predator off balance (if that is what a mouse wants to do).
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Similar speculations and comparisons are suggested by the results in

Table 1. The overall question of how changes in C(a) affect the

various energetic parameters has not yet been tackled; how the

changes in C(a) can be reflected into knowledge about differential

actions on the energetic parameters through relative sensitivities will

be developed later.

Referring to Table 1 for logistic growth with various age

distributions, some energetic parameters are more sensitive to

change than others. The maximum variation maximummininum
def mtnimum

S varies by less than 25% W
c m

+ varies by less than 20% wm g m

varies by less than 100% W'
3/4varies by less than 50% W

g m

3/4
E varies by less than 20% Wm m

. 3/4D varies by less than 90% Wm

varies by less than 100% w -1/4
c m

., IE +Em g varies by less than 10% W -1/4
S m

c

D varies by less than 100%
m g



The power of W enables one to compare small animals to large

animals. For example, a parameter that varies with W'4 does

not rise as fast as one that varies with W , so small animalsm

appear to be more like large animals for parameters that vary as

w4 . Are these differential sensitivities of the energetic param-

eters a general property, or do they result from a fortuitous choice of

the example age distributions chosen? A general approach to investi-

gate this question will be developed later.

Energetic Parameters as a Function of Age

A different viewpoint than examining the energetic parameters

for the total population is to examine the energetic parameters for an

individual as a function of age. For example, at what age is the meta-

bolic rate due to growth and maintenance, E + E , largest? In
g m

this case it is important how the energy flow enters, that is, at which

age. Before, when looking at the total population, energy flow was

integrated over all ages and the allocation of energy within the popula-

tion did not affect this overview. Investigating energy flow through

populations involves comparing integral expressions for different age

distributions. This is difficult because age distributions are not a

natural ordered set, so they are hard to compare in general. Eneigy

flow parameters for an individual are ordered functions of age, so

there is a common basis for comparison.
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The age when metabolic rate due to growth and maintenance is

maximum differs basically for fast and slow growing animals. The

maximum for slower growing animals, K = 092Wh/4, occurs at

the adult weight, whereas the maximum for the faster growth of birds,

K 1. lWmh/4 occurs when about one-half the adult weight is

reached. For the models defined, rapidly growing juveniles require

twice the adult energy flow rate, whereas slower growing juveniles

have a lower metabolic rate than adults. Similarly other questions

about energy flow during an individuaVs life cycle and the effect of

varying model parameters, such as growth efficiency, may be

examined. But it must be kept in mind that the model was constructed

to investigate energy flow through animal populations, and examining

energy flow within the population is at a different temporal resolution

level. For example, a lower activity factor for young animals or

variations in the time of growth may not affect overall energy flow

through the population, but may alter comparisons of energy flows

within the population as a function of age.

Mortality and Survivorship Curves

If general overall patterns in the survivor ship curve common to

all homeotherms could be found, then the problem of finding the varia-

tion in the energetic population parameters would be reduced. Very

briefly, there seems to be a general pattern in mortality curves for
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mammals that is a 'U" shapes or fishhook pattern (Figure 2) (Caughley

1966). Birds have an approximately constant adult death rate (Deevey

1947, Henny 1972), and they seem to live longer and have more varia-

tion in maximum life span related to weight than mammals.
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CHANGES IN THE ENERGETIC PARAMETERS WITH CHANGING
AGE DISTRIBUTION AND CHANGING r: iNTUITIVE

INTERPRETATIONS

This section will examine how the energetic parameters vary

with changes in age distribution and with changes in the intrinsic rate

of increase r. These changes will be examined to segment out

changes due to survivorship and those changes due to different recruit-

ment or reproductive capacity Because these concepts are so inter-

twined, a straightforward one way logical progression to end results

is not the objective. The first result will depend upon later develop-

ments. The overall objective is to develop a method to determine the

effect of biological changes on the age distribution, and to visualize

the effect of a change in C(a) or r upon the energetic parameters

of interest. If this process can be visualized intuitively, then the

reverse procedure of interpreting the biological implications of

changes in the energetic parameters may be possible.

Age Distribution C(a) Held Constant and r Changed

This section will develop expressions for the energetic

parameters of interest when the age distribution is not changed as the

intrinsic rate of increase is varied. One reason for doing this is that

later a method to approximate the energetic parameters for any C(a)

with r 0 will be developed. Then a method of expressing changes



in C(a) with changes in r will be developed.

The rates of energy flow and the other energetic parameters of

interest are defined to be integral functions of C(a). For a norma-

lization to a total population size of one, only D changes with a

change in r, if C(a) remains the same.

a

D = C(a)W(a)(a)da,

C(a) = 1er(a)

1 raC(a)

1 ra ra dC(a) dC(a)
(d(a)/da) [re C(a)+e da da(a) -

(a) - 1 ra -r
- C(a)-e C(a)

so

a a

D - rC(a)W(a)da - W(
dC(a)

a)( )dada

For a change from r1 to

'U

-
= (r1-r2) C(a)W(a)da = (r1-r2)S

D2
=

+ (r1-r2)S

As an example to show the sensitivity of D to a change in r we
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r2 with C(a) held constant,



individual survivorship, dl(a) = 0dr
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can consider the C(a) used to construct Table 1. For these C(a),

f varies from .005W to .01W with r = 0. The
m m

percentage change in i!5 is more than ((r1 _r2)Sc)/. OlWm ; also

Sc is greater than . 7W. For a 10% increase in the population per

36Sr -4year, e - 1 . 1, r = 2.6 x 10 ; the percentage change

in f is more than

-4 1/4(2 6x10 )( 7)Wm -2 1/4-L8x10 W(.01) m

So the change in with r for a fixed C(a) can not generally be

neglected; for W = 1000 grams the change in ] corresponding to

a 10% increase in the yearly population growth rate is also about 10%.

Individual Survivorship 1(a) Held Constant and r Changed

Next, the sensitivity and an estimate of the change in the

energetic parameters to a change in r for unchanged individual

survivorship will be examined. The energetic parameters are of the

form
aem

e(a)C(a)da
0

where de(a) - 0 for this case with rio dependent effects ondr



I c [Li
dE t dC(a)- = e(a) dadr dr

dC(a) d . -ra d1 -ra -ra--[be (a)] = ()(e (a)) - bae (a)dr dr dr

-ra d1
e (a)[- ba]dr

d1 d
dr - dr am

0

-ra
e (a)da

U
STtm

[a
-raae (a)da

ea1(a)da]

where a is the average age of the population. So

dC(a) -ra
e (a)b[ a-a] C(a)[a-ai (Coale 197Z).dr

A new age distribution for r not equal to zero can be approxim3ted

by the first order expansion C(a) r0 [1+( a-a)r]. The change in

C(a) due to a charge in r will be discussed later; the magnitude of

this change and the accuracy of this first order expansion is illustrated

in Figure 4.

a am
= e(a)C(a)(a-a)da = aE - e(a)C(a)ada E(a-a )dr

0
e

z
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whe r e is the weighted mean age of the population for the energy

characteristic e(a):

a

ae(a)C(a)da
1.10

that is, the balance point or centroid of e(a)C(a) versus a. The

change in the energetic parameters of interest can be approximated by

dropping all terms higher than first order in tsr. This linear

approximation to the new value of

dEE(r+r) E(r) + r Lr

= (r) f (r)(a-a )r (r)[1+(a-a )rie e

Applying this result to the energetic parameters of interest, where

individual survivo rship is constant,

dS
c=S (a-a ),dr c S

C

where
apm

aC(aIW(a)da
- 0
a

S a
c [[1

C(a)W(a)da
0

am
e(a)C(a)da

0

ae def



which is negative for increasing r. Also,

= 13(a-) and -

D does not have a monotonically increasing e(a). For ID,

e(a) = .i(a)W(a), so it is possible for ID to either increase or

decrease as r increases, depending upon whether a is less than

or greater than a.

dB. dEin [w(o)+ ] = W(0) + g
dr dr gg dr gdr

= alW(0) + T E (a-a. ) a 1. - fl E a'
g g Eg in g gE

From plots of the energetic parameters and C(a), the mean age and

the weighted mean age may be estimated. So the change in the

energetic parameters with a change in r may be estimated. The

sensitivity of the energetic parameters to a change in r for different

m
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the centroidal age of the standing crop versus age plot, a is always

less than a , since W(a) is monotonically increasing. So an

increase in r results in a decrease in the standing crop per unit

population; this can be interpreted as: an increase in r pivots the

population so the mean age is reduced and therefore decreases the
mstanding crop for a unit population. Similarly, E (a-a'dr m E
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age distributions is apparent as the difference between the mean age

and the centroidal age. This is a means of comparing the sensitivity

of the energetic parameters of two age distributions to changes in r.

Expressions developed in the previous two sections allow an

intuitive calculation of the energetic parameters as either (1) the age

distribution remains constant and the intrinsic rate of increase r is

varied, or (Z) as individual survivorship is held constant and r is

changed. In a later section an intuitive estimate for the energetic

parameters of interest for any age distribution for rO wilibe

developed. Thus the results of changes in the individual survivorship,

the age distribution, and the intrinsic rate of increase can be directly

and intuitively interpreted as changes in the energetic parameters.

To visualize intuitively the biological implications through energetic

interpretations of changes in the age distribution, individual survivor-

ship, and the intrinsic rate of increase, the next section will be con-

cerned with isolating variations in the age distribution due to changes

in recruitment from those due to changes in survivorship.

Interpreting Changes in the Age Distribution as Change in
Recruitment and Change in Survivorship

The age distribution is a result of many interacting effects of

recruitment and survivor ship, and we would like to segment out the

effects and attribute the change in C(a) to changes in recruitment



-raC(a) = be .(a) =

U

-ra
e

-ra
e .(a)da

it is seen that C(a) is a function of the three variables r,

and am. For a constant maximum age, the total change in C(a) is

due to changes in r and individual survivorship .(a). Those

changes in C(a) with individual survivorship .(a) held constant,

aC(a) C(a)(a-a)8r (a)const -

DC(a)
ar (a)const

only to what extent the age distribution pivots on the mean age. C(a)

is increased with r for ages less than the mean age, and decreased

for ages greater than the mean age. This is evident from the expres-

sion for the relative slope of the age distribution,

d C (a) )/C(a) = -[r+ii.(a)] (derivation on page 45).
da
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and changes in individual survivorship. For the sameindividual

survivorship, C(a) can only change through a change in recruitment

rate. From the expression for the age distributions,

are changes due to recruitment rate. determines

From the relative slope a high recruitment age distribution slopes

more steeply than a less fertile age distribution. (For example see
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Figure 5.) Thus, changes in C(a) due to changes in r with

individual survivorship held constant (that is, changes in C(a) as a

result of changes in recruitment) are easily interpreted as Lotka's

pivoting action about the mean age. And this can be immediately

approximated using the method explained in the previous section.

The effect of a change in individual survivor ship upon the age

distribution may be difficult to interpret. For example, higher rates

of survival cause more females to survive to maternal age which

increases reproduction and causes a greater rate of increase r,

which tends to steepen C(a) and lower the mean age. But higher

survival rates mean lower mortality with a schedule of survival that

slopes less steeply, tending to produce a C(a) that slopes less

steeply, with a higher mean age. These two results oppose each Qther

for the overall effect. Mortality differences, with their self-

cancelling effects, operate on the detail of the age distribution, rather

than on an overall property, such as relative slope. Coale (1972)

gives an example which illustrates that genuine mortality differezices

which substantially affect r may have little effect on the age dis-

tribution. If the difference between mortality rates are the same at

all ages, J.2(a) = p.1(a) - k (e.g. , assume severe winter mortality

that affects all ages equally), then the age distribution will remaii the

same.



So

-r2a
C2(a) e b2.Q2(a)

=1

1=

only if r2 r1 + k.

1

- 1.i(a)da
0 ka

(a) e so p2(a) =

Thus

a acbm m -ra-ra
e (a)m(a)da = e 1(a)m(a)da

=

0 "0

ar m -r1a
e 1(a)da

0

a

=
ç

m
e22(a)m(a)da

'0

a -(r +k)a-r a ka
e 2(a)da ç

m
e

1 1(a)e da

C1(a) -r1a
e b1.,(a)

for all ages. The effect of faster growth in making the population
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taper more rapidly is exactly offset by the effect of lower mortality in
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making it taper more slowly.

The change in age distribution for a constant maximum age can

be attributed to two causes, those changes due to individual survivor-

ship and changes due to reproductive potential. The changes due to

reproductive potential can be rather easily interpreted as a pivoting

action about the mean age defined by C(a) C(a)(a-a)tr . Changes

in C(a) with individual survivorship are more difficult to segment

out, as the age distribution is affected locally rather than in overall

characteristics. But since the total change in C(a) is due to only

two changes, and the change in reproductive potential of an individual

is easily interpreted, the remaining change in C(a) can be attributed

to individual survivorship. Thus, once the change in the recruitment

rate (intrinsic rate of increase) is known, variation in C(a) curves

can be segmented into changes resulting from individual reproductive

potential and changes due to individual survivorships.

Intuitively Estimating Energetic Parameters from
Characteristics of the Age Distribution

Information about the energetic parameters is contained in the

adult weight and the age distribution C(a). The effect upon the

energetic parameters due to a change in adult weight W has been

shown to be related to W raised to some known power. But them

effect of a change in the age distribution on the energetic parameters



has not yet been determined. To compare changes in the energetic

parameters with changing C(a), a means of comparing two age

distributions is required. This comparison of different age distribu-

tions is difficult without a complete description of C(a), as C(a)

may vary throughout its range of a. Even if a complete description

for C(a) is approximated, for example by a grid or an arithmetic

expression, determining the energetic parameters of interest will

require a separate solution for each C(a). Therefore comparison

between different age structures becomes a lengthy process without

an intuitive feel or apparent reason for how the change in age structure

aiects the energetic parameters.

One approach to studying the energetic parameters for two

different age distributions uses the fact that the energetic parameters

are integral expressions. A direct intuitive comparison of the

energetic parameters for two different age distributions can therefore

use the relative area under the C(a) curve. But the area under the

C(a) curve does not contain all the important energetic information

(e. g., rate of growth). To carry out this approach to compare differ-

ent age distributions, C(a) is approximated by a straight line during

the growth period, that is, until a = . l5a for mammals. (Plots of

actual mammalian age distributions (Figure 3) are somewhat linear

during the juvenile period. ) Instead of using the age distribution

directly, survivorship i?(a) will be used, since its maximum
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ordinate is always equal to one, instead of varying with the birth rate,

and 1(a) may be more intuitive. For r 0 the individual survi-

vorship and age distribution are related by 11(a) = C(a), with 1

equal to the reciprocal of the mean life expectancy.. To linearize

1(a) until a = . 15a , define the proportion surviving to . 15a.
m m

1(. iSa ), equalto x. 1(a) = 1 for a < .15a . So
m .15a - mm

that the maximum age does not enter directly for each age distribution,

normalize the abscissa to one by defining 1*(ci) = 1(a/a). In the

case of a logistic growth curve as considered before (K O92Wrnh/4)

the contribution to the energetic parameters for individuals less than

age . 15a is:m

S
c

1 .15am
=a Wmm

15
dci (X-1) ! ada

1+9e294Q .15 i+9eZ94C

3/4 dci
l. 15a

.6W am (1+9e294U)3/4

+
15 so

15 ada
-Z9.4a 3

(1+9e

[ 15F 3/4 e dci

iSa = 13ZOWm am (l+9e294ci)Z

15 -29.4a(x-l) C ae dci
+

15 j -29.4a 2
0 (i+9e
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greater than age

= -w (x-') do
1 .15a m .15 J -29.4ctm 0 l+9e

These integrals can be numerically evaluated once and for all, and

need not be recalculated unless a different growth function is assumed.

The results of evaluating the above integrals are:

S
c W a (4.86x+Z.62) x 10Lisa mmm

a

Em w 1a (3.20x+1.98) x 102
1Ll5a = m m

m

iSa W'a(6. 2+6. 08) x 10

iSa = w . S(l-)

The contribution to the energetic parameters for those individtals

-2

15a are:
m

S I1
a W \ *(ci)da

b .l5on m m )
15

F I1
= .6 'a \ *(a)da

b .i5on m m 1 15

F

b .lSon
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1 d *(ct)--a w.l5on mj m da

= -a Wmm 1

0

)_.*(. 15)) = a W Xmm

(bi
where .*(a)da is the area under the adult portion of the

15
normalized survivor ship curve *(a). (Actually growth was

truncated when W = 9W so 10% of the growth of an individual ism

still going on after age iSa .) These expressions can be corn-

bined to determine the energetic parameters for the population.

(a = 320W 1/4,
A =

1

m def m l5on def 15

S -2
= W a [(4.86X+2.62) x 10 +A15 onb mm

= w 514[15.5X+8.4+32OA 15 On1m

.
Em 3= w a [(3.ZOX+i.98) x 102+.6A 15 onb m m

= W [1O.3X+6.35+192A 15 on]m

4 W 3a [(6.2+6.08) x OJ W Z(X+l)
b m m m

= WmS(l+X)
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For a normalized population of one individual,

\ *()da A =
1

tot ba
0 ei m

So the energetic parameters can be expressed in terms of the

normalized survivorship plot *(a) and its characteristics

A ,A and X as:.iSon tot

w
SC = Am [(4 86x+Z. 62) x l02+A

15 on]tot

5/4wm [15. Sx+8. 40+320A
15A atot m

3/4wm [(3. Z0x+1. 98) x 10+. 6A
oflm Atot

w

a A [1O.5X+6.35+192A 15 on'm tot

wm
Z(X+l)

= Atot
[(6.2+6.O8) x io] aAm tot

3/4w w 1.m 1.56 x 10 3(1+X) m S(l+x) x E
A a 4 gAtt tot m

3/4w w
bW(0) m 3. 13 x = . 1

A A atot tot m
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This is a method to compare the energetic parameters for two

different age distributions for r = 0, using the individual survivor-

ship to . iSa and the area under the individual survivorship curve.

It is a general procedure regardless of the growth schedule, as a new

growth schedule only changes the constants obtained. Also, the maxi-

mum age need not equal 3Z0W4, as choosing such a relationship

merely sets the scale of the abscissa. Given C(a) for r not equal

to zero, normalize the C(a) curve to a maximum of one on the

abscissa and ordinate to obtain the i *(a) curve, then proceed as

before. The only difference is, as previously derived,
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wm
DI D1 -rS =r0 rO c A atot m

S(i+x) - rS

Given the individual survivor ship and desiring the energetic

parameters for r not equal to zero, and new C(a) can be derived,

as previously discussed, and one can proceed as above. Or the pro-

cedure of adding approximate increments to the energetic parameters

due to a change in r can be used.



EXAMPLES OF THE UTILITY OF APPROXIMATING ENERGETIC
PARAMETERS FROM GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF AGE DISTRIBUTIONS

As an example of the utility of this general method of determining

energetic parameters from the overall characteristics of the age dis-

tribution curve, this section will consider a specific problem. From

the tabulated resuitsof the energetic parameters for different survi-

vor ships and the same growth characteristics (Table 1), it is observed

that the relative variation in i3 is much greater than the variation in

If this is true in general, then the view from the prey to a

predator's demand upon it is more variable with a change in age struc-

ture than is the energy requirement of the prey. That is, as grass

looks up to a mouse population, the energy that the mouse population

demands from the grass per individual does not vary "much" as the

age distribution of the mouse population is varied. So the mouse

population has the option to change its age distribution without the food

resource being aware of much of a change. But when a fox looks at

the mouse population as a source of energy, a change in the age dis-

tribution "more greatly" affects D, the energy that flows out of the

mouse population. So it seems that the predator is more sensitive to

changes in the age distribution than the prey. Is this an actual effect,

general for all age distributions, or just an artifact of the age distri-

butions for which the energetic parameters were calculated? The
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will act as the dominant factor in Em

in the age distribution is that Em
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linearized-age-distribution method of comparing changes in the

energetic parameters as a function of changes in the age distribution

may answer such questions in general.

For r 0 the linearized method of comparing age distributions

results in

E- - w (10. 5x+6. 35+192A 15 onb m

= w . 5(l+)
b m

1 1
=

expectation of a A
life at birth ) m tot

i depends upon the rate that individuals are flowing through the

population, whereas depends only upon the age structure.
I

From data in Table 1 E 100D, so the last term in F
m m

(192A ), dominates F and contains about 80% of the value.l5on m

of Em The sensitivity of F to a change in X will depend

upon how A 15 on varies relative to the first two terms, and how

life expectancy depends upon x. Unless the average age of the popu-

lation is very low with little area past . iSa, the last term in F

resulting from a change in

is dominated by the term

m

C(a). The reason that D is more variable than ] for a change



and
A15

dependent upon A on' dx A ) does not change much
tot

for the age distributions studied. But f depends only on x; it

does not depend upon A
15 -i

As an example to illustrate this,

consider an age distribution of two linear segments:

A:;-;-.tot bam

A 15 on x(. 85)

L. =.075+.5x

1

a A a (.075+.Sx)m tot m

For X=.4,

1 _3.64
a [.075+.5(.4)I - am m

W (10.SX+6.35+192A 15m m

= 1W [10. 5(. 4)+6. 35+192(. 170)Jm
w

= W (10.6+32.6) = w (43.2) m 157m m am

1 +xAtt = ). 15 + A 15 on
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= = (1+x).O75 + .425x



f=iw (.5)('+x)m

= 1W (.5)(1.4) = bW .7m m

w
= 2. 55 __ia

am

For X=.7,

1 2.35
a [.075+. 7(. 5)] - am m

= w [10. 5(. 7)+6. 35+192(. 425)(. 7)]
m m

w [13.7+57.0] (notice how the last term dominates)m

wm166
am

= W (. 5)(l. 7) = 1W (.85)m m

w wm 85)(2. 35) m 2.00
a am m

For a change in X from . 7 to . 4 the relative change in

. 2-2.55
2 2

166-157 _2_ -
m 166 1

Thus the relative change in D is 5 times the relative change in Em

for a change in the age distribution with the total population kept the
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stationary population and constant adult (a > . 15a ) survivor ship,m

the linearized age distribution is completely specified, once x and

the adult survivor ship are specified. I have chosen three adult sur-

vivor ship curves to investigate.

(1) A linear adult survivorship from x to am (denoted

by in the figure).

65

same. And the difference in these relative changes can be related to

the fact that A dominates and A , and the ratio.l5on m tot

A IA is insensitive to a change in x the fraction surviving.l5on tot

to age . iSa. This illustrates the utility of the method for elabo-

rating and segmenting out general differences of the contributions of

individual energetic parameters to overall population energy flow.

The linearized characterization of the age distribution, which

enables one to explore how general characteristics of the age distribu-

tion are related to energetics, can be used to gain insight into general

questions concerning the adaptive significance of particular forms of

the age distribution. For example, is the age distribution limited by

energy flow out of the population, or energy flow into the population

(predators or food supply)? Is it density dependent or independent?

As a particular example I will consider how b and vary with

age distribution. The age distribution will be characterized by the

percentage of young (those < . iSa) in the total population, YIT,

which is a function of x . (. iSa) and adult survivor ship. For a



(a)

(2) A greater adult survivorship made up of two linear

segments, no adult mortality until

linear drop to a -m

one from

Age

These approximate convex or concave survivorships and indicate the

trends as one moves toward largely convex or concave adult survival

schedules. The age distribution can not have unlimited freedom over

the shapes it assumes; it must monotonically decrease (for this case

where r 0), and the percent young can not be so high that a birth

rate beyond that attainable by the remaining adult population is

required.

A short summary of results follows (see also Figures 6 through

9). To isolate the effect of individual adult weight on the results,

each energetic parameter is multiplied by

57a and then am

(3) A lower adult survivorship made up of two linear segments,

X at . 15a to X/4 at 57a and fromm m

there a linear survivor ship to a -- - - -m

1W . Thenm
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(a 1W )f is not a function of adult weight. For the energeticm m
parameters:

a()f increases linearly with increasing YIT and theie
m

is no change for differing adult survivorship.

( )Et decreases linearly as Y/T increases, and the
m

ch3nge between differing adult survivorship curvçs

is negligible.
I

D increases with increasing Y/T, and all survivor-

ship curves are almost identical (ET/f vs. l/(Y/T)

is linear).

For the derivatives of the energetic parameters:

a am dD m dET(-) j- and
d

may not be the preferred
m m

variables to use for comparison, as they vary with a

change in adult age distribution, and their algebraic

forms are not as simple as the expressions for
a a dEm dD m i

d(Y/T) and d(Y/T) which are
m m

constant, 6. 6 and -80, and independent or almost

independent of change in the age distribution.
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d1!

dt is a constant that varies a little with the age

distribution, from -. 079 to -. 084.

For the relative derivatives of the energetic parameters:

d/dx d/d(Y/T)
and are both most sensitive when Y/T

t t
is large (or when x is small)

d]3Idx is largest when x increases or Y/T decreases,
D

and

d6/d(Y IT)
b is largest for YIT small or X large. Which one

d1/d(
should be chosen for / ? This is somewhat

confusing, and the confusion is based upon what the

definition of sensitivity is. The sensitivity of Y f(x)

can be defined as Y/Y, where Y z It

is often defined to be

first definition with 1. But for x small a

Lx of 1 is a large percentage change, whereas for

x large a unit change in X is a small percentage

change.

dD/D
dt /Et is largest for

dY/dX
Y Y

x large or YIT small. As a

which is the

function of x it varies for each age distribution,

but as a function of Y/T, it is practically
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be expected:

. .
dD/D 1independent of age distribution. dE/ vs. (Y/T)

. S S

is linear. ) The relative change in JJ, dD/D, is

greater than the relative change in
' dt/t.

The energy intake goes down (Figure 7) and the energy

transferred to the next trophic level goes up (Figure 6) as Y/T

increases. So if either food supply or predation or both limit the

population, an age distribution with a large percentage of young would

i(a) This point of view looks at what the
a

population can put out to its predator, or get by with from its food

resource. A population can only be pushed to a certain level of per-

centage young, Y/T, and then it can go no farther. If it is pushed

to the limit of providing a maximum Y/T because of input-output

restrictions, it has used up all options of providing any more through

variation8 in the age distribution, and must now go to a variation in

density. So in this regard a population can be viewed as dependent

upon a change in density to control the energetic parameters. To do

with a lower energy input from its food resource, it must cut down its

density. If it must supply more energy to its predator, it must

increase its density. It can not do both, if it has already used its

option of maintaining a high percentage of young.

An age distribution with a low percentage young
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can be maintained if there is plenty of energy input from its food



a a dEm dD m t
wd(Y/T) ' 'Wd(Y/T)

m m

Relative sensitivity of most parameters is also greatest when Y/T

is large:

dD/dX d/dx dE/d(Y/T)
13 ' ' Em

dñ/d(Y/T) . .only is greatest when Y/T iS small. But this type of

sensitivity is just a measure of how much the age distribution may

change for a unit change in the energetic parameters. What may be

most important is the relative sensitivity of the ratio (dJ3/D)/(dEt/E).

This is a measure of how much the relative energy change to the

are both constant.
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resource, and not too much predator demand. By maintaining such an

age distribution, instead of going toward maximum and

or minimum the population may respond to increased predator

pressures or reducedfood supply by a shift in the age distribution,

instead of only responding through changes in density.

Either the absolute sensitivity

am d13
a d(13/) d(13/)m)(), d ' d(Y/T)m

is greatest for large Y/T (small x) or it does not matter;
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predator is changed for a unit of relative change in thefood supply.

This parameter is greatest for Y/T small (x large) (Figure 9).

So if it is of advantage to the population to vary the energy output while

keeping a relatively constant energy input, then an age distribution

with Y/T small is to be preferred.

The only other option a stationary age distribution has is to

change the rate of increase r. As we saw before, when r is

changed and the age distribution remains the same, the only energetic

parameter that changes is f. i5 decreases as r increases,

according to ID2 + (r1-r2)S

If the survivorship is held constant and r is changed, so that

only recruitment varies, the change in the energetic parameters may

be approximated by the previously derived expression

(r+r) (r)[l+(a-a)r], where a is the mean age and a is

the centroidal age for the energetic parameter I. is rionde-

creasing with age in such a manner that a is always greater than

a. Thus d/dr is always less than zero; as r increases

decreases. If the death rate increases with age, so that an is

greater than a, then b will also decrease as r increases. If

a high death rate for the young segment of the population moves

back below then f can increase as r increases.

What is the reproductive potential? How large an adult segment

must be maintained to provide a birth rate, such that C(a) is
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stationary, even though an age distribution with Y/T as large as

possible is preferred to minimize and maximize D? For

unlimited food supply, individual reproduction m(a) should be as

high as physiologically possible; tHis would maximize D. But for a.

limiting food supply, m(a) will not be as high as physiologically

possible, and the reproductive potential is confused. This difference,

as well as the conditions of the individuals, should enable a distinction

to be made between a population that is limited only by predation, and

one that is limited only by food supply.

Value of r to Extremize Energetic Parameters for
a Fixed Survival Schedule

For a fixed survival schedule, an extremum of the energetic

parameters at an interior point occurs when the derivative of the

energetic parameter with respect to r is equal to zero. For all

energetic parameters this occurs when a = a. So for an extremum

to occur at an interior point, the ae must be close to a. Corn-

paring a/a for the energetic parameters for different populations

will determine if the age distribution actually used optimizes the

energetic parameter for the choice of r, or if a different r vill

increase it. This method can be used to investigate optimization of

energetic parameters as r varies.

For ratios of the energetic parameters such as E ISm c
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C

and similarly for the other energetic parameters of interest the

derivative of the ratio with respect to r is of the form

enumerator
e \adi a
denominator

So the change in the ratio with respect to r will be positive or

negative, depending on whether the centroid of the numerator is

smaller or larger than the centroid of the denominator. For i Ism C

a. < a , so 2 Is increases with increasing r.
ii. S m cm c

The same method can be used to understand the effect of a

change in r upon other energetic ratios such as ecological growth

efficiency. This is defined by Odum (1957) as Np/I (using

Kozlovsky's (1968) terminology) for a population, the total energy

flow rate out of the population divided by the total energy ingested,

i.e., the efficiency of yield to ingestion; deftne A/I to be the

assimilation efficiency, where A is defined to be the energy

assimilated by the population. Then
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s m g

A
s D - - - -

= T . . 2 Em(E - a)+Eg(a - at)].
(E+E) m grn g

So if a is less than both a and a , the ecological
m g

growth efficiency will increase with r. If a is greater than

both a and a , then the ecological growth efficiency will
m g

decrease with an increase in r.
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PERIODIC (NON -CONTINUOUSLY)BREEDING POPULATIONS

Discretely breeding populations differ in a basic way from

continuously breeding ones. A mechanistic approach of summing up

components leads to a specific solution of a particular problem,

instead of a method to study comparisons or generalities. An

energetically equivalent continuous age distribution can be developed,

if the population breeds periodically. This equivalent age distribution

can be arrived at by constructing C(a) as animal equivalent days

for each age (that is, how many animal days were spent as one day

olds, two day aids, etc.). This integrates out temporal differences

between breeding seasons. That is, the total flow of energy is known

over a time interval, but the allocation of energy during a time

interval is not known. If a fine temporal resolution is desired (for

example to study how seasonal temperature differences affect energy

flow through a winter or summer breeding population), then a fine

grained model is required, so that the resolution levels of the model

and the questions asked are compatible. If the time period between

breeding cycles is small relative to the overall life span, then

describing a discretely breeding population with a continuously breed-

ing model may be sufficiently accurate. The accuracy of this approxi-

mation will also improve with a decrease in the ratio of the number of

individuals dying between breeding seasons to the number in the total
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population. The first approximation can be considered as smoothing a

discrete population defined for shorter time intervals, and the second

removes high frequency components from the age distribution, so that

it does not vary much between sample points.



AN EXAMPLE OF APPLYING THIS MODEL APPROACH TO
UNDERSTAND A BASIC PROBLEM IN ENERGY DYNAMICS

OF POPULATIONS- -ECOLOGICAL EFFICIENCY

Generalizations that give insight into ecological energy

relationships are scarce treasures. Slobodkin (1960, 1961) speculates

that ecological efficiencies may be the same for all species, with a

value between 8 and 12% maintained by a steady-state population,

where ecological, or food chain, efficiency is defined as the fraction of

energy ingested by the population ultimately passed to the next higher

trophic level, P/I. (Using Kozlovsky's (1968) terminology produc-

tiori energy passed to next higher trophic level = P = N - D totai
def c

energy flow out of the population minus energy flow to decomposers).

Slobodkin (1968) suggested that estimates of P/I cluster around

10-15% and inquired, "Are we dealing with a constant value or not,

and if it is constant, why should it be so? Unfortunately no theoretical

analysis of any satisfactory sort has yet been made. . ." The model

developed here is a theoretical tool that can be used to investigate this

question.

Experimental studies have been made of energy partitioning and

flow through natural and laboratory populations. Kozlovsky (1968) has

compared these studies to determine how ratios of various energetic

parameters vary with trophic level for natural (usually poikilothermic)

populations. But integrating individual energetics with population
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energetics to determine what causes these differences or similarities

has not been done.

Slobodkin (1968) reports that Happroximately 10% is a generally

accepted figure for ecological efficiency in nature, and the variations

reported from that value do not seem to have any particular relation to

ecological situations or taxonomic groups. Turner (1970) uses field

data from studies on energy flow in populations of homeotherms to

argue empirically that the ecological growth efficiency Np/I in

populations of homeothermic animals does not exceed 2-3%, but he

does not present any reasons why this efficiency varies from

Slobodkin's estimates of 8-12% for P/I (which must be less than

N /1, since N = P + D ).P p c

Ecological growth efficiency (Np/I) is dependent upon

individual characteristics and also is dependent upon the interaction of

individuals as manifested in the age distribution. The individual

characteristics include maintenance requirements, individual growth

efficiency, assimilation efficiency, energy for reproduction, and

growth schedule. Population characteristics are coupled to the

individual through the age distribution, which determines such charac-

teristics as the ratio of the energy used for growth to the energy

used for maintenance (that is, the span of the growth curve to life

time), and the proportion of individuals in each sector. Physiological

restraints, such as the age at maturity and individual recruitment
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schedule, coupled with environmental restrictions, such as predator

pressure, limit the possible age distributions for a stationary popula-

tion.

Now ecological growth efficiency (Np/I) will be discussed in

more detail in the context of the model developed here. First the

model specifies which is equal to N/A A = assimilation,

so the quantity should be multiplied by assimilation efficiency (A/I)

to obtain N /1. A /1 could be close to zero for filter feeders,p
depending upon how I is defined, but considering only homeotherms,

A/I usually varies from 50 to 90%, generally being lower for non-

ruminating herbivores, and higher for carnivores. Np/A

where = + + . was taken as W(0)l/ri , whicht b m g b g

energetically taxes the reproduction process for growth at some

growth efficiency i, until an initial weight of W(0) Wm/10

was taken as 20%, but it could be as high as 60%, which would

reduce Eb by a factor of 3. Using logistic growth and Leslie's

(1940) survival data, Eb = bW(0)/'flg . 6f. For the survival curves

computed (Table 1), this was the maximum for Eb. Eg was com-

puted for the various growth curves using ii . 20, so it also may
-2 3/4be too high by a factor of 3. E = 4. 26 x 10 W = 4. 4D for

g m

Leslie's survival curve. The maintenance energy for Leslie's survi-
. 3/4vor ship is E . 49W = 50D, which is one of the lowest valuesm m



for . N = 13, which is the energy flowing out of them def
population available to other trophic levels in the form of protoplasm.

Assuming the lowest value of and the highest value of Eb

and
g

(so these figures do not apply to any single age distribution),

= 46:6, . 615, 4. 415. Neglecting and andm b g b g

keeping only will only raise the ecological growth efficiency,

and the error is 5/46 z 10% of its value. Even if Eb were five

times as high as it was estimated to be, neglecting Eb and

would introduce a maximum error in N IAPs
value. So maximum ecological growth efficiency for these energetic

parameters is

a

A D A A
(

S)( max s 1 s-
I )<

Even if assimilation efficiency

of only 15% of its

(A /1) approached 100%,
5
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ecological growth efficiency would be about 2% as a maximum. (If the

activity factor took on the minimum value of one, ecological efficiency

would approach 4%.) For the survival curves considered in Table 1,

the ecological growth efficiency varies between 2% (A/I) and about

1% (A/I) . The variation of ecological growth efficiency with age

distribution is evident from Figure 8. In this figure X must be less

than . 1 for ecological growth efficiency to be greater than 4%.
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This type of analysis isolates how the factors enter, so the

relative significance of changes can be identified, and the portions of

the anaiysis where concrete experimental information is lacking or

most crucial can be identified. One way this result can be varied js by

changing the population structure C(a), and this may be investigated

using the procedures of linearizing the growth portion of the life

cycle, as demonstrated in the preceding section.

Most generalizations concerning ecological efficiency are made

from data on poikilotherms. This model does not deal with poikilo-

therms, and there are many basic differences that would chaige the

aiaalysis and results. For example, the large variation in the

metabolic rate of an individual poikilotherm, and the ability to grow

throughout a longer portion of the life span could greatly increase the

ecological growth efficiency.



EVOLUTION OF AGE DISTRIBUTIONS: INSIGHTS DERIVED
FROM CONSIDERATION OF OPTIMUM

Now that the energy flow required by a population due to

reproduction, growth, and maintenance is in a definite form, optimi-

zation functions can be tested to see what restrictions are imposed

upon the various age distributions possible, and what age distributions

are optimal in a well defined energetic sense for this specific model.

As an example of a problem that can be constructed, we want to

find an optimal functional expression for C(a) for a specific objec-

tive function. Then the form of C(a) which optimizes this objective

function can be compared with known actual forms to determine if this

objective function could be a goal of actual populations. Also, if the

objective function is felt to be important, the resulting form of C(a)

is what the population would approach, and variation from this desired

age distribution may focus on additional restraints that would change

C(a) from the desired to the observed form. Thus, it is an

exploration to find C(a) for a defined objective function and then to

make tests and comparisons to see if the objective function is com-

plete or realistic, to look for additional restrictions that would shape

the derived C(a) into actually observed forms, and to gain a feel for

how different objective functions prescribe an age distribution, so that

changes in age distribution can be related to possible causes.
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The basic equations that couple energetics and the age

distribution will come from the derived model. Assume r 0.

total energy energy flow energy flow energy flow
flow through

=
= due to + due to + due to

population reproduction growth maintenance

=++
b g m

and, assuming that the explicit relations of the derived model hold for

these energy flows, the total energy flow can be expressed as

a a
1w(0)

+ s
m

i dW(a)
. 6

m
W(a)'4C(a)da

= 11g 0 11g
da

)C(a)da +
0

where

arm
(a)da

0

so
m(a)C(a)da
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m(a), the maternity function, will have physiologic restrictions upon

its shape, and will be discussed in more detail later. Given m(a)

and a growth schedule,

wm .092
W(a) K--Ka' 1/4l+9e Wm

with a 320W
1/4 the only remaining unknown function is them m

age distribution, C(a). Another piece of information, such as an
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objective function to be optimized, should give enough information to

solve for the unknown function C(a).

As an example, assume that one is given a constant population

and the object is to find an age distribution C(a) to minimize the

total energy required by a population of constant size for a given

recruitment rate m(a) that is physiologically fixed, depending only

upon age. (This is equivalent to finding the maximum number in a

population for a given energy flow. ) This problem is to find the func-

tion C(a) to minimize E = E + + . For the energetict b g m

model derived,

a a
bW(0) m

1 dW(a)
1

0 1g
da )C(a)da

+
6W(a)3 '4C(a)da

0g

for the prescribed logistic growth schedule:

W(a)
wm 092

-Ka' K 1/4'
l+9e Wm

with the restrictions that:

a

C(0) = b = C(a)m(a)da (birth rate physiologically deter-
0 mined per individual by rn(a))

[11

1 = C(a)da (normalize so the population is of unit size)
0



Classical closed form expressions to determine extreme

functions, such as by the calculus of variations, treat problems of a

different form. These techniques require that the integral expression

to be optimized is a function of control variables and the derivatives

of these control variables. These classical methods are continuous,

with constraints confusing the problem, and inequality constraints

adding a lot of problems. Because the particular expressions of

intent here involve only the unknown function C(a), with no functions

of C(a) (for example, (C(a))2 ), an approximate solution for the

function C(a) may be determined to any desired degree of accuracy

by approximating the integrals as finite sums. Then the problem is

changed to a form that can be handled by linear programming.

The recruitment rate m(a) must be defined to determine C(a).

The interaction between C(a) and m(a) may be investigated by

varying m(a) and determining the resultant effect on C(a), Sensi-

tivity analysis of this sort and investigating the derived model are an

integral feedback loop between understanding the process of deter-

mining C(a) from a prescribed model, objective function, and

restraints, and developing a realistic model that shapes C(a). A

maternity function per individual that increases rapidly with age to its
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C(a)
.

0 (C(a) must be > 0 and a monotone, non-

dC(a)
<

increasing function for r = 0)

da -



maximum level, remains at the maximum level for about half of the

reproductive period and then

decreases with age at a slower m(a)max

rate than it increases, was pre-
m(a)

scribed. The maximum recrrnt-

ment rate was varied. This

maximum rate can be conveniently .15 .25 .6
a / am

expressed as the number of female young a female would produce if

she survived to the maximum age. For example, m(a) 6/amax m

means that each female produces

[(. 6-. 25)a +(. 25-. 15)
am

+ (1-.6) ] - 3.6
m 2 2 am

female progeny if she lives to the maximum age a. It is fairly

evident what can be varied in the model, and what these variations

represent biologically, but the resulting effect upon the final C(a)

of these variations can not be appreciated until different results are

compared and contrasted. This is the essence of the modeling

process to relate the model system components to real world proc-

esses and to gain an understanding of the results of these processes,

which are coupled together under the postulates of the model, by

interacting with the created abstraction, which one feels mirrors

some real processes.
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X = = .32

A = (.65)(.32) = .21
15 on

A = (.32)(. 15) + (. 68)(. 075) + .21tot

= ,31

wml
Eb energy to produce births = (.00394)(T)

. 2

E (.00394)W (Z)(X+1)
g m

E = .00394[W (10.5X+6.35+192A15 onm m

(A curve has max.
of one on ordinate
and abscissa)
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The above problem was solved to determine C(a) using the

simplex linear programming algorithm as implemented in the REX

linear programming system developed by H. L. Scheurman for the

0S3 computer operating system at OSU. The results are presented in

Figure 10. These results are intended to indicate how energy flow

models can give insight into evolutionary and adaptive processes.

The procedure of linearizing C(a), so that various age

distributions can be compared, also enables one to extract the differ-

ent contributions to and to see how they enter. After the opti-

mal C(a) is determined, examining the contributions to i using

the procedure of linearizing C(a) can give insight into the relative

magnitude of the terms and how they enter.

a/am = 1/.00394
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Wm
Et 00394){-- + W (( 5)( 32)+6 35+192(.21))im m

S

= Eb+ E + E
g m

= (. 00394) W[(. 50)+(Z. 64)+(3. 4+6. 4+40. 3)]

= .00394W (.50+2.64+50. 1)m

For W 50m

E = E . 10. 5 = energy for a total population of one individual.
t mm

Using the actual nonlinearized age distribution, and integrating

numerically, the exact answer is 9. 7. Looking at individual terms is

easy using the linearized version. ZOE . 5 . Most ofm g g b

the energy is due to maintenance metabolism, and from the expression

for i about 4/5 of results from individuals older thaim m

l5a (the last term in the above expression for ).m t

Optimizing other objective functions that are considered

important, and noticing the change in C(a) due to optimizing other

objectives, will give insight into adaptive and evolutionary strategies.

Evolutionary success is many times equated with reproductive success.

Maximizing reproductive potential for a stable population can be

handled in a method similar to that just employed, by c1ianging the

objective function from minimum Et to maximum b C(0), with

the same constraint equations. The problem becomes:



1= z
C(a) 0

dC(a) < 0
da -

The growth schedule W(a) does not enter in this instance. Results

are presented in Figure 11. For the age distribution maximizing 1,

10.3, which is not very different from the value of 9. 7 obtained

using the optimal C(a) to minimize

For these cases of minimizing the energy flow rate or

maximizing the birth rate, the resulting optimal age distribution is

similar. The difference occurs at young ages (Figure 11), and there-

after approximately the same relative shape and magnitude are main-

tained. Thus, these two objective functions are compatible, because

each leads to a very similar age distribution.

Minimizing the energy flow per unit population corresponds to

maximizing the number per unit land area, if the energy flow per unit

land area is independent of the population per unit land area. (Over-

grazing is an example which shows that the energy flow per unit land

C(a)da
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maximize = C(0)

subject to the constraints
aCm

C(0) = = m(a)C(a)da ;
0
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area varies with the energy taken from the land area. ) Mutual

interactions of these factors mold the final result.

Another objective function that maximizes energy flow from a

given land area could be constructed, but this construction can elirni-

nate the questions about mutual interactions that are being posed.

If the system is held in a steady state, one can not investigate the

trajectory to that state, because the essential dynamics are elimi-

nated. For example, if the co -evolution of a herbivore and its energy

supply are being investigated, it is important to look at not only the

steady state, but also at how changes in optimization can occur. For

example, does the system need to go through a very low minimum to

get a new maximum, or can it approach the maximum by utilizing and

going directly toward the same age distribution that will, in the end

result, yield the optimal solution? If an approach to the optimal age

distribution passes through a very poor value for the objective func-

tion, then one must find out how the end state was reached in order to

consider seriously the optimum. On the other hand, if a slight modi-

ication of the end state is also a good trajectory to follow to reach

the final age distribution, that is, if there are no big troughs in the

objective function during the transition process, then the final optimal

age distribution might be a feasible end result, because a method of

reaching it is also identified.
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Another optimization problem one might formulate is what would

a predator choose for the age distribution of its prey? Should it take

the young or old, or does it matter? To answer this question,

assume that the predator wants to maximize the energy flow out of the

prey population for a unit energy input. That is, it wants to maximize

or minimize With no restraint on C(a), the method

of linearizing C(a) results in minimizing E/'D.

= [bO)+g+mJ/

W{m
- 1O(

2(X+1)+W (1O.5X+6.35+192A15 )]IW .S(l+x)on m.2) m m

= [.5+ZX+2+1O.SX+6.35+192A 15 ]/[.5(1+X)]on

A A - A = A = .O75(l+X) so.l5on tot 0 to .15 tot
I
E
--=[8.9+12.sx+19ZA -14.4-14.4]/[.5(1+X)]tot

= [192A -(5.5+1.9x)]/[.5(1+x)J.tot

The minimum occurs as Att approaches zero and X

approaches its maximum value of one, a strategy that says take the

young.

Reproduction comes in to put restraints on this age distribution.

Maximizing as an objective function can not be handled as



before, because the objective function is non-linear in C(a). One

way to circumvent this problem is to minimize for a unit ô.

That is, hold the value of at a certain level and allow C(a)

vary, such that is minimized. The normalization to a unit

population is not a valid constraint, as C(a) is included in both

and E. So they will both contain the same number of individuals,

and the normalization is automatic. This system has the objective

function to minimize

a a
1W(0) ç

m
1 dW(a) (a)da

+ S

m
6W(a)"C(a)da+) CEt-

0
'rIg da

0

subject to

dC(a)
W(a) da-l;aa

a

b = C(0) = m(a)C(a)da
0

dC(a) <0;da -
C(a) .: 0

This corresponds to the maximum trophic level energy transfer, or

maximum ecological efficiency. The results are presented in Figure

12. The value of E obtained is 9.9, which is about the same as

before. Also C(a) has a form similar to the age distributions

obtained from the other objective functions. So all three objective
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functions are compatible, as they tend toward a similar form for the

shape of the age distribution (Figures 11 and 12).

For the maternity function assumed, the age distribution to

maximize has the longest horizontal segment through the

young ages, and the optimal C(a) to maximize i has the opposite

trend toward a very high mortality in the juvenile stage. The level of

the adult segment of the population is about the same for all three

objectives, with adult mortality occurring a little earlier to maximize

than for the age distributions to maximize 1 or
'

which

occur at the same time. The adult mortality for maximum

occurs just as the maternity function starts to decrease.

Figure 13 illustrates how a difference in maximum weight and

life span affects the age distribution. The abrupt changes occur at the

same percentage of the maximum life span, but for a total population

of one, the numbers must be greater for the shorter living species.

Changing the maternity function so that individuals can breed

immediately after birth results in the age distribution of Figure 14.

In this instance, not many high energy consuming older individuals

are necessary to maintain the birth rate.

Optimizing E with no prescribed maternity function resulted

in C(0) being maximized and the number in other age groups being

minimized. So the maximum Et for a prescribed m(a) can be

viewed as trying to approach the distribution for a population
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unrestricted by maternity constraints. How this approach is realized

as various maternity restrictions are altered is illustrated in

Figure 15.

All age distributions consist of two horizontal segments that are

joined by vertical lines. Other requirements that have not been

included affect the age distribution, but if the effect is minor, the

horizontal lines would be changed to gently sloping lines, the abrupt

corners would be rounded, and the vertical lines would become steep

lines. Such an age distribution would have a UJH or fish-hook

mortality curve. Necessary modifications from these idealized age

distributions obtained by otimizing a known objective function can be

compared to actual age distributions (Figure 3) to determine which

effects might be the major ones, and what effects that have not been

incl',ided might explain the basic differences, to give insight into how

different factors affect different species.

xit

A summary of results and the approach taken have already been

presented in the abstract and the introduction. My objective in this

exploration has been to gain insight, to have a. different way to view

nature when walking through the woods. This means that the analytic

end results must make sense intuitively; they can not Ie too complex,

and the number of variables can not be too large.
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In exploring a general question many complex, detailed, specific

questions arise. This complexity is not confusing, however, if sb-

model results are in a form in which their dynamic implications can

be readily understood and incorporated into thinking on the higher

level of more general questions. Then there can be a creative inter-

action between the hierarchical levels of the model. The higher level

does not always hang onto the strings leading down to all submodeis

but instead lets down a line and pulls up the essence and then moves on

in a slightly different form. It is a back and forth exchange, answer-

ing and generating questions.

In this model of energy flow in animal populations the variables

were reduced to adult weight and age distribution. The age distribu-

tion, coupled with the energetic parameters contains the dynamics.

Most of the energetic parameters are descriptive of the population at a

point in time and are true for any trajectory the population may follow.

But some parameters (e. g., f) couple what the population is at a

point in time to how it is changing. A stationary age distribution pro-

vides one way to look at this process, allowing population dynamics

to be characterized by r.

After a rather general model of energy flow was developed,

questions were raised that needed to be answered at a higher resolu-

tion, but later the results were reinterpreted in an intuitive sense, so

that they could be incorporated at a higher organizational level, where
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speculation and intuition can generate new questions. For example,

the relation between f and was explored at some depth on a

lower level (higher resolution), and then reinterpreted at a higher

level (lower resolution) using energetic parameters and general char-

acteristics, such as centroidal age for the energy character istc and

a linearized age distribution.

An energetic model for a specific population might be extended

and used as a submodel to combine different populations with differing

sizes of individuals and age distributions into communities. How are

communities comprised, and are there restrictions that can be dis-

covered? Using this perspective, an example of a question on a lower

level would be how does a population spread or a migratory population

move or an individual population react with the size of its environ-

ment. Using distance traveled as a function of body geometry and

size, how would food resources best be distributed in space and time?

How does patchiness of the environment couple with body size? Many

uch general questions are suggested. To answer general questions

submodeis are developed to deal with specifics. But to avoid the

complexity of being tied to a static lower level in the hierarchy only

the essences of the submodel results are retained for development at

the higher organizational level appropriate for general questions.
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Figure 2. Mortality patterns for mammals. (Adapted from Caughley 1966).
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\ C(a) calculated by approximate method

age

Figure 4. Age distribution calculated exactly and by a first order approximation
C(a)IRO(l+(_a)R). The fit is close even for the large yearly

rate of increase of 1(R1). (Data for R = 0 is Leslie and Ranson's (1940).
Survivor ship curve for the short tailed vole).



Figure 5. How the age distribution varies as the yearly rate Of increase,
R, varies with a fixed survivorship schedule.
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Figure 14. Age distribution to minimize total energy flow reqiired
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reproduction occurs immediately after birth. Et 8.3.
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Table 1. Energetic parameters for various age distributions and growth schedules (units are grams, normalized to one individual).

Energetic
parameters
(for a unit
population)
r = 0
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W(a)

N
C(aN

C(a)N
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daily death
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9.4x103
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______
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m am
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w 1/4
m
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m

/
I
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33a am m .Olam in
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m
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Table 2. Energetic parameters for various age distributions and growth schedules (units are grams. normalized so the standing crop, Sc,
equals W ).m

Energetic
parameters
(for a
population
normalized
so S W )c m

Obscura C(a)

W(a)

Nam C(a) N C(a)N
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dailydeath
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A PPENDIX



SYMBOL LIST

The magnitude of the units used are explained on page 9. The

basic dimensions used in this table are L = length, t time,

W weight. The dimension of energy in terms of basic units is

W x L and is denoted E. denotes dimensionless.

Page
Symbol Definition Units defined

a age since birth t 17

am maximum age (subscripts m or d can also t 13,58
refer to mice or deer)

a average age of the population t 47

ae centroidal age (weighted mean age) of the t 48
population for the energy characteristic e(a)

a, a , a similarly, centroidal age for t 48
g m c

. . .D,E,E andS
g m c

A rate of energy assimilated by a population E/t 73

A/I assimilation efficiency 0 73

A that area of the life table, with the abscissa 0 58.l5on normalized to one, that is past age . iSa

A total area of the life table with the abscissa 0 59tot normalized to one

ACT activity factor 0 16

rate of births, rate of producing new l/t 22
individuals
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Symbol Definition

B. biomass flow rate into the population due
to births and growth

C(a) age distribution

D energy flow rate out of the population as
deas material

number of individuals dying per unit time

D energy flow rate outof the population
directly to decomposers

energetic parameter in general

e(a) general energy characteristic that is a varies 46
function of age

Eb energy flow rate used for reproduction
(both for individual and population)

energy flow rate used for growth (both
g for individual and population)

Em energy flow rate used for maintenance
metabolism (both for individual and
population)

total metabolic energy flow rate (both into
an individual and into a population)

I rate of energy ingested by a population

K growth rate constant of logistic equation

1(a) survivorship, probability of an individual
surviving from birth to age a

life table survivorship with abscissa
normalized to 1 1(a/am
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Fit 22, 28

Fit 22, 28

E/t 16, 28

FIt

Fit

22,

73

28

l/t 18

26

58

Units
Page

defined

wit 28

lit 26

Eit 28

1 /t 31

Fit 77

Fit 34



r

S
C

daily intrinsic rate of increase l/t 26

yearly intrinsic rate of increase l/t 100

population standing crop W 28

time t 26

W 9W (W(a)) body weight (at age a)
[W(0) birth weight]

W maximum body weight, adult weight W 12

(subscripts m or d can also refer to mice
or deer)

Y/T percentage of young in total population 0 65

ci a/a (or a dummy variable or constant) 0 56
m
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Page
Symbol Definition Units defined

m(a) maternity function, rate that number of l/t 26
female offspring are recruited per female
of age a

N number of individuals (Nm Nd: number, or 0 13

density, of mice or deer)

N(t) number of individuals in the population at 0 26
time t

net production flow rate of energy out of E/t 73

the population = f, = P + D

N/1 ecological growth efficiency Np/I 0 73

P production, energy flow rate out of a E/t 77
population passed on to the next highest
trophic level

P/I ecological, or food chain, efficiency 0 77
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Page
Symbol Definition Units deflned

growth efficiency, energy in tissue put on 19
g by growth process/assimilated energy,

above maintenance energy, required for
growth

(a) instantaneous specific death rate at age a 1/t 27

x survivorship to 15% of maximum age, 65

.(. 15a )m


